
 

                                                                              
 
 

NATIONAL JUNIORS COACHING AND SELECTION WEEKEND – 25/26 APRIL 2015 
 

Report by Matt Blyton, on behalf of the National Juniors Coaching Team  

 

 
 
Following last August’s highly successful junior training camp in Slovakia (attended by 6 of our 
juniors, Claire White and myself), a plan was created to bring the trainer, Alex Bauer, over to 
England so that a larger group of juniors (and coaches) could benefit from his expertise. We were 
therefore delighted when Alex agreed. Since this January, and following EPA Management 
Committee approval, Alex wrote a programme specifically to meet our requirements and travel and 
accommodation arrangements were arranged. The efforts were certainly worth it, with 23 juniors 
having a fantastic day’s coaching on the Saturday and then the 10 squad members learning from 
Alex’s experiences of sports psychology and tactical training on the Sunday.  
 

 
Alexander Bauer – B Trainer, Leistungssport Pétanque im Deutschen Olympischen Sportbund 

 

As well as considerable success as a player since discovering the sport in 1993, Alex’s C.V. as a 
trainer / coach is impressive and a key feature of the weekend was that some of our coaches were 
able to learn from his methods. 
 

2004 – Coach of the Russian team (men) in Grenoble 
2005-2009 – Vice-President of the German Pétanque Federation (DPV) 
2005 – First degree (C)* Trainer DOSB (German Olympic Sport Federation) 
2005-2006 – Trainer of the Russian team (women) in Moscow 
2006 – Coach of the Russian team (women) in Grenoble (17. of 44 teams) 
2007 – Second degree (B)* Trainer DOSB, Sport director of the DPV (-2009) 
2007-2008 – Co-Trainer German team (men) [W.C. in Thailand: 5th place] 
2007 – ‚Leistungsportkonzept‘ for the DPV (Concept of Professional Sport) 
2009-2015 – Squad Trainer of the Bavarian Pétanque Association 
2010 – Mental coach of the Russian team (women) 
2013-2014 – Trainer of the Slovakian Summer Camp 

* C-Trainer DOSB= ~BF1 in France, B-Trainer= ~BF3 in France (including BF2), A-Trainer reserved only for professionals 

 
 



 
A brief overview on the two days is provided below.  
 
Key elements to the success of this weekend were the fantastic venue and the support we 
received from many of the members of Mansfield Petanque Club. We are extremely grateful. 
 
Saturday 25th April – coaching day for all EPA juniors 

 
All six members of the National Junior coaching team supported Alex during the day, 
joined by 23 juniors – the 10 of this year’s National squad and 13 others aged between 10 
and 14. The programme ran between 1030 and 5pm and involved some indoor classroom 
work, a focus on the technique required for the lob shot (portée) which so many players 
find so difficult and ideas for training: 
 
– Introduction with questions and answers – inside 
– The meaning of „Training“ and the „structure of Pétanque“ - inside  
– Warming up games - outside  
– Training of technique: Portée and the “Portée game” - outside  
– Technical duel – outside  
– Break for lunch  
– Massacre-Game – 2 parties, shooting competition – outside 
– Train your brain – inside and outside 1 
– Point-Tir warming-up – outside 1 
– Technical training: Fill up and Fir tree - outside  
– Introduction to functional kinetics and work for the national squad – inside 
-  Presentation of certificates  
 

A tir de precision was also held during the day for the 10 squad members with the top two scores 
being an impressive 36 by Daniel Raine and a score of 18 for Sean Daisley. 
 
With fantastic support of the Mansfield members, 34 players, coaches and parents then sat down 
to a communal fish and chips supper before running a triples event of 2 squad players + 1 coach 
for a couple of hours. This was won by Alex Spillett and David Blyton, with a little help from Colin! 
 

   
 
To replicate the atmosphere and pressure of the tir de precision event in major championships, 
everyone then gathered round at 8pm to watch the final under floodlight, and in much colder 
conditions. This was won by Daniel with a score of 12 points. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Feedback from the day was extremely positive from players and spectators alike: 
 
‘Personally I thought the weekend was a great success. As Callum said to me, this was more enjoyable than 
being at the indoor coaching day as he felt he was more involved with doing different things compared to 
previous coaching day. Thanks to everyone that helped over the weekend it will not be forgotten. Be proud of 
yourselves. Alex was worth having, bringing a breath of fresh air to the sport and the juniors learnt a lot from 
him.’  
                                                                                                                                                        Steven Slade 
 

Sunday 26th April – advanced coaching and selection day for the National Junior Squad 
 
The full day’s coaching commenced at 9am and lasted until 4pm with more technical and tactical 
aspects of the game being covered, as well as indoor classroom work on sports psychology. This 
included a fascinating insight into the lessons learnt by the German football team following their 5-1 
defeat to England in 2001, followed by a lot of structural changes and how they then employed a 
professor of sports psychology from 2004. Whilst not without internal difficulties initially, this led to 
a complete change of approach first overseen by Klinsmann, later continued by Löw in 2006. And 
of course we all remember Brazil 2014 and the master-class given by the German team in their 7-1 
humbling of the Brazilians in the semi-finals! 
 
The full programme of the day was: 
– Psyche and kinetics - inside  
– Warming up, Regulation of concentrated attention - outside 
– Tactical duel - outside 
– Psyche: Highest performance by using mobilisation and relaxation – inside 
– Psyche: How to avoid negative feelings – inside  
– Lunch break 
– Question form – inside  
– Triplette formations - outside 
– Forecasting results test (“Prognosetraining”) – outside  
– Final evaluation and certificates / prize-giving - inside  
 
As on the Saturday, with the support of a number of the parents, all squad members were put 
through the challenge of the tir de precision. This time, the second highest score was achieved by 
Ollie Zimmerman with 24 points, pipped by Daniel Raine again on 27 points. In a ‘sudden death’ 
final. Ollie hit his first shot...Daniel did not! 

 
The 10 National Squad juniors (plus Morgan Pry and Callum Slade) with trainer Alex Bauer and members of the National Coaching 

Team – from L to R Brian Stote, Tony Moulding, Claire White, Colin Roper (chair of the EPA’s coaching commission) and Matt Blyton 

  



 

Again, the feedback from players and parents was overall very positive:: 
 
‘I felt the pointing exercises and tactical scenarios used in the afternoon were excellent, as well as the 
organisation of the triples game, but maybe you could have had more of these games earlier in the day. I 
understand this was the first ever EPA junior weekend, but as a starting pointing to develop junior boule play 
physically, mentally and emotionally. I thought it was excellent.’  (Tim Raine) 
 

‘Thanks for a great weekend - THANK YOU to all the coaches involved for your time with the juniors and a 
BIG Thank you to Alex Bauer for his time. Having spoken to Ben he has written the feedback... 
I think that the weekend has helped develop my game through learning about the different aspects that make 
up the sport of Pétanque. I especially found the activities used over the weekend good as it involved different 
shots used during games in different situations. Also the classroom work had a huge effect as all the 
information was relevant. Overall I think the experience was great and think that Alex was a huge help to 
everyone over the weekend.’ (Jane and Ben Fowler) 
 

Perhaps one of the most different aspects of the weekend was the opportunity to reflect and learn 
lessons from sports psychology in an indoor environment. We thank Alex for his excellent English 
otherwise this would be been difficult for most! 
 

 
 
The success of this weekend emphasises the value of inviting foreign coaches to give us new 
perspectives on coaching and play. There is only so much that we can do internally ourselves to 
raise our standards and Alex, as a top coach from abroad, has opened up new concepts for 
coaches and players alike. All the coaches took on fresh ideas, which they can take to a wider 
audience in their future coaching and especially with reference to supporting the National Junior 
Squad and junior development in general. 
 
We would recommend that this policy should be continued and expanded, if and when funding 
allows, and commend the principle to the Management Committee as being highly desirable for the 
future development of international squads and teams, not simply for juniors but also for espoirs', 
women's and men's teams in future years. 
 
A montage of further photos / video can be viewed at https://youtu.be/jigKuB10tOg - thanks to Toni 
Gates for her work on this. Further details in the form of a copyright-free version of Alex’s 
presentation slides can be viewed from the National Juniors website 
http://nationaljuniors.wix.com/2014. We hope that this will not only allow the participating juniors to 
be reminded of some of the activities and training exercises they undertook, but that it will be a 
helpful tool for all EPA coaches. 
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